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SCYA got space 
COME OCTOBER 2011, Singapore Contemporary Young Artists (SCYA) will be nomads no more. Our 

new home opens in the heart of the arts community at Goodman Arts Centre (GAC), and will function as 

an office and holistic gallery, that also caters to artists seeking exhibition space for group or solo shows. 

SCYA is proud to situate itself in an energetic centre leveraging on the rich history and mix of communities 

in the more than 30 arts facilities within GAC. 

 

For our official opening on 28 October, SCYA is holding a group exhibition showcasing works of the  

members. We warmly invite you to this launch of both exhibition and space as we celebrate and anticipate 

a new phase of growth for SCYA. Since the society’s inception in 2008, most of our members have been 

working behind the scenes and we are excited to turn ourselves inside out for this event. The exhibition 

looks at the various disciplines of the members in the society; ranging from performance art, photography, 

film, painting, animation, ceramics, text art, sound art.  

  

We have also planned a series of exhibitions and workshops to begin from November 2011 through the 

first quarter of 2012. This is part of plans to put this space—all 36sqm of it—to full creative use as we: 

■ Expand our educational programmes and hold in-house workshops and talks 

■ Install a Resource Library to facilitate documentation and sharing of art resources 

■ Establish our own photography and design studio for use by artists and for commissioned works 

■ Provide others with a venue for events and exhibitions.  

 

Other Upcoming events for 2011 
 
2011 
November – Rubbish is P(art) of Us; a community art project involving recycled materials from the 
residents living in Mountbatten area; SCYA converts rubbish to art.  
December – SCYA art exhibition with T32 DENTAL CENTRE & Little Arts Academy to support young 
artists and children with special abilities  
 

 

We look forward to seeing you on 28 October 630pm as we celebrate a whole new space for contemporary 

art and artists.  
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Official opening of SCYA space  
Gallery, event space and hyper hotbed for contemporary arts and artists 
 

Launch and exhibition opening 
Sneak Preview of Artists Works: 
 

 
 

Artist: Dan Wong 
Title: Mother Fetus 

Medium: Digital Illustration 

 
 

Artist: Callistemon Citrinus 
Title: Benedict Chen 
Medium: Photograph 

 

 
 

Artist: Kelvin Atmadibrata 
Title: Water Rune 

Medium: Performance Art, documented by 
Ryandall Lim 

 

 

 
 

Artist: Debra Raymond 
Title: Lost Childhood 

Medium: Animation and Watercolour 
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Artist: Wong Pei Lin 
Title: Eagle 

Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 

 
 

Artist: Wong Tze Chau 
Title: God of Physics Einstien 
Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 

 
Date: 28 October 2011, Saturday from 6.30pm to 9pm 
 
Venue: Goodman Arts Centre 
Block B, #03-08, 90 Goodman Road 
S 439053 
 

 
 
[link to map] 
 
For all enquiries, please contact: 
Melanie Chua, melanie@contemporaryart.sg 
Siim Ynn, siimynn@gmail.com 
 
SCYA website: www.contemporaryart.sg 
Blog: www.scyaproject.wordpress.com  
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About Singapore Contemporary Young Artists 
Singapore Contemporary Young Artists (SCYA) is a non-profit society that highlights emerging talents in 
Singapore’s art scene. SCYA supports and encourages the continuation of Contemporary Art by Young 
Artists in Singapore. Since 2008, SCYA has been exhibiting and creating talks/workshops from the visual 
to performance art centering on working partnerships with corporate organisations to create fresh 
approaches in curating exhibitions targeting on young adults and contemporary art collectors. 
 
SCYA’s objective is to encourage relationships between Young Singaporean/PR Artists and 
communities, schools, corporate and government sectors to increase appreciation of 
Contemporary Art by Young Artists in Singapore. SCYA functions via four arms: 
 
Exhibitions  Showcase Artists by exhibiting their works in physical and online web spaces. 
Research Research on Contemporary Art Trends adopted by Young Artists. 
Education  Education - Talks, Workshops, Artist-in-Residency, Educational outreach 

programmes to engage Artists with members of the public and corporate, arts, 
ommunity and educational sectors. 

Commission Commission customisable artworks. 
 
SCYA currently has about 90 Contemporary Young Artists. Please view 23 of our artists' portfolios across 
multi-disciplines at our website: http://www.contemporaryart.sg 
 
 
About the members 
SCYA is run by a team of members who dedicate their passions and volunteer their time towards 
highlighting contemporary arts in Singapore. We meet on weekends, after work, in between school, and 
amongst emails. We are art practitioners, lovers and enthusiasts.  
 
 


